You are cordially invited to
attend a murder mystery party

For more information about your night of mystery, go to:
http://www.yourmysteryparty.com/togabash

HOSTED BY:

_______________________________________

YOU WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF:

___________________________________________________________

DATE: ________________TIME: _____________
SCENE OF THE CRIME: ____________________
_________________________________________
RSVP: ___________________________________
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INVITED GUEST LIST
AMELIA CRANX

Mathematician
Amelia Cranx is the nerdy and insensitive mathematician at Gothica University. Watch what you say to her
because Amelia Cranx has recently been labeled The Gossip of Gothica. Nobody likes to be around Amelia
Cranx because of her violent mood swings and untrustworthiness. Mysteriously, she always manages to score a
ticket into the place to be - including the Pompey Palace’s Roman Toga Bash.

OMARI SHADY
Artist
Omari Shady is the ultra-creative and eccentric artist. At times, this paintbrush totin’ diva can be a very
meticulous and impatient woman, which is most likely why her fabulous creations hang across Gothic City.

BLUSH FRENZ
Cosmetologist
Blush Frenz is the ill-mannered cosmetologist at the Pompey Palace Hair Salon in the Pompey Palace of
Gothica City. Blush Frenz is the rudest soul around and she’s a notorious party crasher. To the other guests’
dismay, Blush has recently acquired a ticket to the Pompey Palace Roman Toga Bash.

PIZZY TANKUS
Guitarist
Pizzy Tankus is the antisocial guitarist for the band Armpit Anguish. Pizzy suffers from severe anger
management issues and is extremely judgmental of others. These nasty qualities tend to anger not only her
band mates but also anybody that is around her for more than two minutes. Pizzy also suffers from an intense
fear of germs so getting too close to her is out of the question!

DR. FUREN FEATHERS

Veterinarian
Furen Feathers is the most annoying ‘one upper’ in Gothica City. If you’ve done, said or tried anything,
Furen Feathers is certain to have done it more often, said it already and tried it three times. Furen Feathers is
new to Gothica City and not many people truly know the real Dr. Furen Feathers.

GINGO CROWNLY
Dental Receptionist
Gingo Crownly is the peculiar receptionist at Gothica Dental. A constant whistler, Gingo Crownly will
always grace you with uncomfortable stares and periods of awkward silence during conversation. Gothica
Dental is the only dentistry practice in Gothica City so you’ll eventually have to deal with this bizarre
individual.

BASE ZOLANDY
Model
Base Zolandy is the self-centered print model for Klein Calvin underwear. With a quirky adversity to the color
orange, Base is currently looking to branch out into other fields of fashion such as runway modeling! Beware
of constant critiques of everybody’s attire, as this is one trendy critic!

JACKIE BEAN
Chief Financial Officer
Jackie Bean is the Chief Financial Officer at the Pompey Palace. Jackie is a friendly person but often rants
about governmental conspiracies. Jackie’s fellow employees often speculate that Jackie wraps foil around
windows, antennae or anything else to prevent the government from spying.
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BIFF ADKINS
Personal Trainer
Biff Adkins is the muscle bound jock and personal trainer from Gothica Athletic Training Center. A
recent high school graduate, he often hangs out with Gingo Crownly in his spare time. Rumor has it that Biff
was a notorious high school bully.

OZ MANSON
Escaped Inmate
Oz Manson is the mysterious yet overly friendly escaped inmate of Gothica City Prison. If you look beyond
Oz’s gothic and shady appearance, s/he is one of the friendliest and dearest friends you could ever have, even if
s/he is a convicted murderer.

LIAM CORALS
Retired Fisherman
Liam Corals is the arrogant and aggressive retired angler. Liam Corals owns the only marina in town
and charges enormous rates to dock and house boats there. Nobody has ever been invited to the Corals mansion
on the hill and the curious townspeople often wonder what Liam is hiding.

ALAZNE ANTHONY
University Registrar
Alazne Anthony is the bossy Registrar at Gothica University. Alazne has a shady past, as she was an
infamous tyrant during high school. Her reputation hasn’t improved much as she spends her days finding ways
to reject the applications of potential students to the university.

DAFINA ADEL

Social Media Consultant
Dafina Adel is the highly intellectual social media consultant. A dependable young woman, Dafina is a
true and loyal friend. That is, if her major obsessive-compulsive disorder doesn’t bother you.

OFFICER NELSON
Police Officer
You’ll wonder how this crabby, introverted police officer ever thought s/he could protect and serve the
people of Gothica City. Surprisingly, Officer Nelson is one of the most highly decorated officers at the Gothica
City Police Department! One likely scenario is that Officer Nelson has simply intimidated everybody at the
station and everybody does what Officer Nelson says to do.

DRAGAN RUNAKO
Website Designer
If you looked up narcissism in the dictionary, you will find Dragan Runako’s picture plastered by the
description. Dragan is the self-loving website designer of Gothica City. She is the best at what she does but is
nearly impossible to be around for any period. Unfortunately, she is unavoidable if you need a website
designed.

PAT COURIC
Reporter, CBC News
Pat Couric is always on top of the latest story and sometimes before the story happens! Pat’s an ultraambitious investigative reporter for the television station CBC and will stop at nothing to be first to get the
scoop. Pat is rarely seen without a troupe of colleagues from CBC News.

JAMIE BOND
Secret Agent
Jamie Bond is a secret government agent and the ultimate femme fatale. On the surface, Jamie appears to be the
typical high society socialite. However, her close circle of friends know her true identity…a highly dangerous
federal diva.
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JAMIE BOND’S COLLEAGUES
Secret Agent
Jamie Bond is hardly ever seen without a troupe of mysterious federal agents.

ALOTTA BUTIES
Beauty Pageant Director
Alotta Buties is the prim and proper Director and Co-Founder of the Miss Northern Hemisphere Beauty Pageant
System. She plays by the rules and she guarantees a fair and just judging structure within her pageant system.
There’s never foul play involved with her beauty contests!

ALOTTA BUTIES’ STAFF MEMBERS
Beauty Pageant Staff
Alotta Buties often travels with a group of her lovely staff members.

PAULA PARATSY

Tabloid Reporter
Paula Paratsy is the tenacious trash tabloid reporter known by her colleagues as the ‘Queen of the Gutter Press!’
If there is an impossible story to scoop –Paula and her team of reporters always manage to get just the right
photos and exclusive interviews with what she calls insiders. There is nothing that this camera wielder won’t
do to get the story!

PAULA PARATSY’S CREW

Tabloid Reporting Crew
The tenacious Paula Paratsy often travels with her dedicated news team.

TEX BULTAMER
Rodeo Champion
If there were a movie named Cowboy and a Gentleman, Tex Bultamer would have the lead role. Chivalry is
still alive and well according to Tex as he hands the world to the ladies. However, Tex is a no-nonsense type of
cowboy and tells it how it is! If you don’t want to hear the truth, stay clear of this good ‘ole boy.

TEX BULTAMER’S COLLEAGUE
Rodeo Cowboy
Whether at the rodeo or on the town, Tex Bultamer often hangs with his closest pals from the rodeo.

FROSTY FLAKER
C.E.O. of K-Legs Cereal
Frosty Flaker is the maniacal CEO of K-Legs Cereal Corp! A classic rags to riches story surrounds this
mailroom sorter who moved to New York City and worked his way to the top of K-Legs - a multi-million dollar
cereal company! Rumor has it that he’s planning to take over a minor league baseball team and a chain of
amusement parks next.

FROSTY FLAKER’S EMPLOYEE
Employee of K-Legs Cereal
Frost Flaker is rarely seen without an ensemble of personal assistants. It seems as though Frosty doesn’t even
wipe his/her nose without an assistant to assist.

HUNTY DEERMAN
Big Game Hunter
Hunty Deerman is the brazen hunter by day and by night; this bison sniper is a romantic poet that
performs at the Gothica Poetry Club. Armed with perfect manners and exquisite words, this is one overly
adoring hunter.

HUNTY DEERMAN’S FRIEND

Big Game Hunter
Hunty Deerman hardly goes in public without his rowdy group of fellow hunters.
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